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ABSTRACT
t)aragraphs, wei 1 as sentences, can be spoken of as

'having a deep and, a sur face structure. The a mount of deep structure
of the paragra ph that i s m apperl onto t he surface pa tagraph is related
to the mode r3 f discourse in which thft fa tag raph is found: the deep
structure in scientific per ngraptis 7...S relatively uncomplicated with
few assumptions made;. the deep structure in informative and
persuasive paragraphs is much more complex. Helping students
understand the deep structure of their paragraphs allows them to be
more sensitive to the underlying assurrition\,e of what they write and
to generate te xture and greater compleyity in their writing. (r3)
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One ralid w .y to talk about paragraphs is in the light

-f how their function in various modes of discourse. Just as

Voam-OhoOsk demonstrated that sentences have a doe

surface structure, 1 believe that ii can be dem nst

and a

a ted

that paragraphW.have.a deep and a surface structure and that

the amount of the deep structure of the paragraph that is

mapped onto the surface paragraph is directly related to

the mode of discourse in which the paragraph is found.

A paragraph has.a fairly concrete surface structure that

can be regarded as a base, and that base generates an abstract

deep structure when the paragraph is viewed as a T-unit; This

deep structure of the paragraph with its assumptions is a

part of the semantic interpretation of the paragraph, and it

is mapped onto the surface structure through the proc- ses of

ellipsis, subordination, and embedding. The degree t which

this deep structure can be elliptical and the degree of sub-

ordination, coordination, and repetition whiohican occur

at the paragraph level are related to the universe of discourse.

Problems in st udents' writing such as ambiguity, lack of

texture, repetitiveness, overuse of synonymity to the-point

of redundancy, are all caused by a lack of sophistication in

understanding the deep structure of the information given=

nhis paper is excerpted frOm an unpubliehe

tion of the sam tie (TCU, 1977)

doctoral di sserta-



the pare raph and a m .sinterpr tetic n the audience,

studentsof rhetoric can be provided with a metaphor for

the deep structure of the paragraph and the discourse' even

if that metaphor i impoeed, then tliey can attain n greater

sophistication In m ppig their own deep structures onto the

surface in /the course

provide that m ta hor.

part of a reader of a

always going to be

reconstruct tha

hyp

rid

f writing. this study attempts to

Obviously a reconstruction on the

iter's world of invention is

thetical because each reader will

of invention differently, since ea

reader will bring to the analyticai situation knowledge,

values, judgments --a world of invention.

h

The. writer has to be made conscious of how much he

deep structure of discourse

provide fact value for

exploratory and in:

Cl

be snapped

ntific writing,

rmatiofal writing, and

evidence for persuasive writing. The tree

onto the surface to

surprise value for

finally persuasive

diagram of a

paragraph with the surface structure of the paragraph described

and the underlying ellipses and assumptions of that paragraph

Indicated, illustrates graphically and often draMatically

how complex the' deep structure can be and how different the

degree of'complekity is in the various modes of discourse.

A number of.phoicespresented

cation of the paragraphs examined.

tion of discOurse, because it incorporates every kind of

elves for the classifi-

e most useful classifica-
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di.scoursr end bccau e it tares into consideration the

four aspects of the speech act, is dames L. KinneavY

classification in A Theory of Discourse (nglcwood Cliffs,

N.J,1 rrentice-Hall, Inc., 1971). This study is limited to

reference discourse, with special sections for scientific,

exploratory, and informative! expressive discourses and

pe,psuasive discourse. For obvious reasons literary discourse

is omitted. Any examination of literary discourse would be

so partial that any cipnclusiOns could be only highly tentative.

To make the study as valid as possible, pieces of

discourse were chosen at random. Paragraphs, too, were

chosen at random within those pieces of discourse. Some

consideration had to be given to length, and for the most

part, paragraphs examined averaged about one hundred and

fifty words. I will here only be able to give a,specific

example, indicate some of my other finding and show how

I think the theory can contribute to the composition class.

First. the example.

The paragraph I have chosen is from S.1. Ha

Status, and LesLsgjallIy:

awa'S

the end product of .education, yours and

and everybody's, is the total pattern of reactions

and possible reactions e have inside ourselves.
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If you did list have thi you at this moment the

Pattern of reactions that we call the ability to

read English, you would see here only meaningless

black marks on paper. ocauo of the trained

patterns of response, y u are (or are not) stirred

to patriotism by martial music, your feelings of

revs rence are aroused by the symbols of your religion,

You listen more ropeetfully to the health advice. of

someone who has "M.D. after his name than to

that of someone who h n't. What -1 call herQ

"pattern of reactions," then the sum tot

f the ways we act in response to events, to words,

and to'symbols.1

On the surface the paragraph is composed of a thesis, .

two developmental sentences and a conclusion. An examina-

tion of the deep structure ofthe 'paragraph makes it

obvious: that the audience to which .it is directed is assumed

,to be educatedand literate. Certain repetitions, are avoided.

Certain definitions are omitted. On the other 'hand, the

writer has assumed that the audience will allow him to

make a behaviorist .generalization about-man without challenging

that assumption. Otherwise, the paragraph will not be success
,

ful. Looked at verbally, the paragraph includes the following

deep structure:
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T exist The end product of education, yours and mina

and everybody's, is the total pattern of reactions and

possible reactions we have inside ourselves. CEducation

has an end product common to ail. The end product is the

total pattern of reactions and p©ssibl.' e reactions we have

within ournAlves. Mari is a reacting animal, Reactions are

predictable enough that a pattern of both the exhibited

reactions-and those which are possible may be established.

The establishment of these pattern's As the process of education.

Develcpthpntal t: Ifyou did not have within you at this

moment the pattern of reactions that we call "the ability try

read English," tYou have within you at the moment that you

are reading this the pattern of reactions that we call "the

ability to read English," If you did not, then the'conse-

quence would be you would see here only meaningless black

marks on paper.

P2mIssmalIgl Because of the trained patterns of

response [which I have assumed that you agree are within' man

as animal. Again, I am making a behaviorist assumption,

hence the choice cif the word "trained ' you are (or are

not) stirred to patriotism by martial music [I am assuming

that you will bring your own interpretation ofH!patriotism"

to :bear here._ f your fee)4.ngs of reverence are aroused by

the 'symbols of your religiontkeve ence.is a response reaction

aroused by external symbols.] ,
you.li.sten more respectfully,
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to the health advice of someone who has D." after his

name L'im.b. carries with it the meaning of doctor repre-

sentng years of training in giving health advice:Ithan to

that thealth advice]of someone who hasn't. [ "M.D." after

his name.]

Conclusion3 Nhat I call here a "pattern of re o s,"

then,r1 have demonstrated successfully the caning of "pattern

of reactions ," and 'you have accepted that meaning for -the

of the information being given here. Therefore, I am

estate my thesis as a consequence because of this

purpose

able to

agreement] in the sum total of the ways we react in response

to events the playing of martial music is an example],

to words [the health advice of a doctor), and to symbols

[symbols of your religion.]

A tree diagram makes the enormous complexity of the

deep structure even more apparent. (See diagram next page.

Investigations of referential discourse paragraphs

revealed that the deep structure of scientific paragraphs is

relatively uncomplicated with few assumptions made and little

elliptical information. The analyses instructed the student

in a graphic way that in the successful scientific paragraph,

the proof is mapped explicitly onto the paragraph surface, and

the language is impersonal. What, became evident from the

analyses of informative discourse paragraphs iIs that the audience

iS.more of a concern in the informative paragraph than in the
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phasis is still away

personal tification of the author and toward anonymity.

The ',slue of the deep structure analysis to the informative

paragraph is that informative discourse of involves

inforaing premises that the reader must consciously choose to

accept or hot accept' but often, it seams, the reader is

unaware of the existence of t o° promises and accepts them

unquestioningly. The deep structure analysis increases

sensitivity to the underlying assumptions behind what we

often. consider merely information.

Sometimes the deep structure of exploratory discourse

complex, sometime. quits simple. This seems to reinforce

certain preconceived characteristics of exploratory discourse.

One of these is that the writerwill make. cerain assumptions in

the course of the exploration that are based on personal

previous understandings. And, depending upon the writer's

conception of audience, the assumptions will or will not

be supported or mapped onto the surface. .If the audience

only intended to witness the exploration and not necessarily

intended to be a participant by agreeing with the conclusions

drawn, ', -there is little need to suppol'' the assumptions made, or

indeed, to nap them onto the surface. The analysis of the
t

deep structure of the exploratory paragraph,. then,. becomes

particplarly_useful for matters of style.
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Identifying the deep etructure charaoteri stics of the

ple uaSive paragraph is a way of'providing the 'student of

discourse. with theAnecessary knowledge to write successful

persuasion. -The student persuasive paper often fails because

of a lack of knowledge of how much of the deep structure of

thought is imporatiVe to the surface structure. Looking at

the deep structure of the :successful. professional persuasive ,

paragraph can be a first step to gaining the sophistication

needed to write successful persuasion. Vly own analyses of

persuasive paragraphs revealed that the deep structure Is

unusually complex, made up of both elliptical assumptions

and information that are not mapped onto the surface pare raph.

The deep structure analysis provides epecifie yocabulary

for talking about the purpose of a paragraph and the ethical

quality of a paragraph.

The following paragraph is from a student persuasive

paper. The student and I, in conference, worked,back--ard

from her paragraph to the underlying deep structure. The

elliptical assumptions became apparent to her through the

use of a t eediagram, and she was given a definite method

of remedying the paragraph. The original paragraph was

The relationships abortions has on a doctor's

.career can effect him in many ways. For instance,-
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he may lose patients and his nurses. It may also

cause the doctor to be lead to malpractice.

Which.. can affect a doctor physically as Well as

psychologically,

After we had worked out the deep: ruct re, the v ed

paragraph was as follows:

The relationships abortions ave on a doctor's

career can affect him in many ways. Per initance,.

if some of his pa lents' do hot be ve in abortions

and unpleasant rumors are spread abroad may

lose many of his pa lents. Also, if he's t

thevrongsteps in repring abortions, he may

lose many of lals nurses, which can affect a docto

physically as well -psychologically, What 1

mean by physically is that his nerves nay become

bad and his financial condition worsen,
140

.Still a long- way from being char in 'meaningjathe

revised paragraph seems to indicate' at the'student

)

on the .to undprstanding-how to g nerate texture-in a

threadbare paragraph.

The, theory of deep structure of he paragraph 'seems

to have multiple uses in the classroom and. numerous impli-

cations for teaching. The average student even the above-

average student, tends to read for answers Students look
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for specifics `in their reading, necessary and useful

'skill. But that-is not the only reading skill Students

need, -albeit the one that they are most likely to have

because it ia'the easiest to teach Students need to be

able to read generatively, to go beyond the written. word.

For the most part, students reading textbooks do not approach

this skill in a systematic wak.-Titeading a Paragraph and

analyzing its deep structure makes the inexperienced.writer

aware of how a professi

throughout a-- paragraph,

nal writer stays %ith a thought'

enlarging it and yet avoiding needless

repetitions and'redundancy.
\

When student writers are told that their writing

lacks texture, they have nowhere to turn. They have already

said everything they think they have to say. They are

unaware that what.they have act ally:sad has a structure
\ A

underlying it to which,they can turn in developing their

ideas for greater complexity in their writing. Student

writers are\also often helpless in controlling the direction

of their writing. They-may have a world of thoughts before

they write , but once they start the diffictilt task of

saying what they want to say,, they run.into-probleMs with

syntactic structures and in -the\Process forget much of that

world of ideas or find themseive tcramping those, ideas into

limited sentences- The diagrain.helps' the ,beginning
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wri ter to hold onto toughts whiffle developing and expanding

ea. I offer another 'illustration.

A student turned in the following paragraph to me:

Lynn and I recently became close and strong

an

friends this post Jan, when we ere Introduced

formally in a music event at which I was giving a

speech on music

The student vas .bright, bright enough to know that

n the past he had been penalized because of errors and that

the safe way was to risk as little as possible. 'His

expression, therefore,. had been severely restricted by

his inability to place his thoughts before the reader. In

conference, he and worked out the deepstructure of the

paragraph. The resulting revised paragraph was as follows:

Lynn.ana:I were aware of each other because we

had both played in a broadway show in Las Vegas.

.

1
both played In the orchestra as well as In

othe bands and ensembles'. Even thougwe had

plpyed together We really- _id ndt know each other.

'Hge met fcrmaLly when. I returned .to Las Vegas at' the

end of my Freshman year I had bean asked to

recruit new menber44

Interpreted=linguisti ea1ly, the d e-- structure of the
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